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ABSTRACT  

Emotional Intelligence (EI) is an approach to quantify how a man perceives feelings in him-self or 

her-self as well as other people, and deals with these emotional states to work better as a gathering or 

group. Emotional Intelligence refers to discretion, enthusiasm and determination, capacity to 

persuade oneself, identifying with others and knowing and controlling one's feelings however some 

time we watched that individuals with high Intelligence Quotient frequently neglected to adapt up to 

the circumstances which had trigged the need of something else called ' Emotional Intelligence '. 

Research has proposed that achievement of life relies on Emotional Quotient instead of Intelligent 

Quotient. Emotional Intelligence is most intense component in one's life in this study we are watched 

the Emotional Intelligence of the understudy in Muzaffarnagar district in Uttar Pradesh. How they 

respond when we give them taking after circumstance based survey. The data are gathering amid 

August, 2015 to October, 2015. Data are gather through association and dissected by F-test in the 

enthusiastic knowledge of male and female graduate and post graduate rural understudies of different 

steams. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Intelligence Quotient (IQ) is a worth that demonstrates a man's capacity to learn, 

comprehend, and apply information and aptitudes meaningfully. Intelligence Quotient and 

Emotional Intelligence are both instrumental in guaranteeing a man's joy and capacity to 

succeed. In any case, people are social creatures, which might make Emotional Intelligence a 

more essential segment to carrying on with a glad and effective life. Having a high 

Intelligence Quotient will offer different favorable circumstances, however Emotional 

Intelligence is harder to live without. Individuals with high Emotional Intelligence don't need 

to have high Intelligence Quotient to succeed in light of the fact that social aptitudes in the 

work environment and in regular life are always used. Individuals with high Intelligence 

Quotient might be astoundingly splendid at comprehension information, however with 

regards to social association they might need to work harder to make themselves caught on. 

By late Forbes article: "Examination did by the Carnegie Institute of Technology 
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demonstrates that 85 percent of your monetary achievement is because of aptitudes in 

"human engineering," your identity and capacity to convey, arrange, and lead. Shockingly, 

just 15 percent is because of specialized information. Furthermore, Nobel Prize winning 

Israeli-American clinician, Daniel Kahneman, found that individuals would rather work with 

a man they like and trust as opposed to somebody they don't, regardless of the fact that the 

affable individual is putting forth a lower quality item or administration at a higher cost." 

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE  

Emotional Intelligence alludes to a capacity to perceive the significance of feeling and 

their connections and to reason and issue settle on the premise of them. Emotional 

Intelligence is included in the ability to see feelings, absorb feeling related sentiments, 

comprehend the information of those feelings, and oversees them. Emotional Intelligence has 

been as of late accepted with around 25 noteworthy expertise ranges that can impact your 

vocation and make capacities that enhance your value at work. Every individual has a profile 

of enthusiastic solid and powerless point region. For Example, simplification and on the 

normal articulation can be made that ladies are more mindful of their feelings, are 

compassionate and are skilled interpersonally. On the normal, men seem more self-assured, 

hopeful, adjust effectively, and handle stretch better. Goleman reports that there are 

significantly a larger number of similitude than contrasts in the middle of ladies and men and 

there are five noteworthy classes with five part every that finish the EI profile. To know your 

Emotional Intelligence you have to comprehend 25 capacities that matter the most. The five 

noteworthy classifications include: Self Awareness, Self-Regulation, Motivation, Empathy, 

and Social Skills. There are just around two dozen Emotional Intelligence aptitudes that 

impact all part of work a percentage of the are Self-evaluation, Self-certainty, Self-control, 

Conscientiousness, versatility, advancement, Commitment, Initiative, Political mindfulness, 

Optimism, Understanding others, Conflict administration Skills, Team capacities, 

Communication and the Ability to start or Manage change. 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

Many researcher has been carried out identify difference in Emotional Intelligence 

between males and females (e.g. Tapai, 1998; Sutarso1998, Zeidener Et. El, 2001 etc.) 

There is growing research that connects emotional intelligence and emotional skills to 

achievement, productivity, career success, personal health, resilience and leadership (H. 

Gardner,1983, 1993, 1997; Goleman, 1995, 1997; Stemberg, 1985, 1990; Salovey and mayer, 

1997; Wesenger, 1985, 1998; Greenspan, 1997; Astin and Associates, 1993; Townsend and 

Gephardt, 1997; Nelsonand low, (1997-2003) 

Joyce Chavez of Hoag Memorial Presbyterian Hospital “Emotional run high when 

people are under stress; I tend to clench my jaw. Its physical response that tells me where my 

emotions are and that I need to take a moment to stop the reaction. My biggest mistakes have 

been made by not, stopping to take a breath before I respond”. 
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According to Howard Gardner, “Human beings possess a range of capacities and 

potentials multiple intelligences- that both individually and in consort, can be put to many 

productive uses”. 

Researchers explain the quickest route to Emotional Intelligence in any given 

situation is through asking yourself four questions: (a) How are you and the other person 

feeling? (b) What are you and the other person thinking as a result of your felling? (c) What 

caused you and the other person to feel the way you do? (d) What will you do to manage 

your, and the other person’s feeling? 

The five component of Emotional Intelligence are simple yet powerful enough to 

effect change, the component of EI (Goleman 1995) inclide knowing one’s emotions, 

motivating oneself, recognized emotions, recognize emotions of others, and handling 

relationships. 

Howard Gardner has identified three different types of intelligence: (a) Linguistic 

Intelligence:- Persons who manifest theis type of intelligence are good at writing, reading, 

telling stories etc. (b) Logical Mathematical:- People high on logical intelligence are 

interested in patterns, categories and relationships. They are attracted to arithmetical 

problems, strategy games and experiments.(c) Bodily-kinesthetic Intelligence:- this type of 

intelligence processes knowledge through bodily sensation and such person are often athletes, 

dancers, or good at craft such as sewing and wood work. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

 Significance of the StudyThis study endeavors to recognize the Emotional 

Intelligence of graduate and post graduate understudies of Muzaffarnagar 

locale on the premise of sex. It will investigate whether there is any contrast in 

the middle of male and female understudies of Muzaffarnagar region in term 

of passionate insight? The specialist on Emotional Intelligence recommend 

that persons with high Emotional Intelligence likewise have the higher self 

regard need which they are more satisfied more advantageous effective than 

those with low Intelligence Quotient.  

 Limitation of the StudyThe study is constrained to 125 respondents just, 

from surrounding regional rural areas Muzaffarnagardistrict located in Uttar 

Pradesh.  

 Objective of the study 

i. To discover the level of Emotional Intelligence in Graduate and Post 

Graduate understudies of different stream of Muzaffarnagar district in 

Uttar Pradesh.  

ii. To distinguish the level of distinction in the middle of male and female 

understudies. 

 Research Design This examination is analytical and indented towards 

distinguishing proof of Emotional Intelligence of rural students of 

Muzaffarnagar district. In this study 125 understudies from Graduate and Post 
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Graduate rural students of various stream i.e. science, commerce, business 

administration and engineering.  

 Sources of DataPrimary information is gathered through circumstance based 

survey filled by the understudies of different streams. Secondary information 

is gathered through different Journals, research reports and books and so on.  

 Hypothesis H1: There is irrelevant contrast between passionate insight score 

of male and female understudies of Muzaffarnagar district. 

 Sample design 

i. Population-Muzaffarnagar district 

ii. Sample unit-Graduate and Post Graduate rural students ofvarious stream 

iii. Sampling  Method-Convenient sampling 

iv. Sample Size -125 students 

v. Valid response-122 (100%) 

vi. Analytical tool applied-window 8 

vii. Statistical tools and technique applied- F–test 

RESULT AND CONCLUSION  

 

Gender Number 
F Value 

Calculated 

F Value 

Tabulated 
Level of Sign. Null Hypotheses 

Male 61 
0.2764 2.75 0.05 

Accepted 

Female 61 Accepted 

 

The after effect of present study which meant to examine whether there is any sex based 

distinction in Emotional Intelligence of understudies of Muzaffarnagar district. This 

unmistakably shows the invalid speculation (H0) is acknowledged. 
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